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Chapter 1 : How to Make a Family Tree - The Steps to Get it Right
Welcome to Family Echo! Start your family tree by entering your name on the left. Then add parents, children, partners,
siblings and more. You can also import from GEDCOM or FamilyScript format.

Before we dive into just how to make a family tree chart, we will take you through the meaning of a family
tree chart. What is a Family Tree and Why is it Important? The family tree is, however, the most common tool
and can be used by both children and adults. The chart represents the family relationships in an easy to follow
structure. This layout enables the viewer with a quick glance to establish which family members preceded
which generation. This is made simple due to its structure as each generation is above or below the preceding
or next generation on the family tree. The most common details included in the family tree include names,
date of birth, date of death, birthplace and other information or data depending on the complexity of the family
tree. For example, a close line between two boxes indicates a marriage, while a long line may represent a
sibling. How to make a family tree chart How to Make a Family Tree Chart The following steps below will
guide you through the creation of your family tree chart. Also provided below is a template which already
provides you with a nice starting point for your family tree. Alternatively, use online family tree software to
create and print your family tree. Step 1 â€” Deciding on the Number of Generations This is normally the first
step in the process. Once you have decided on the generations begin to draw boxes to represent each family
member. You should represent each member of your family with a box. Start with yourself and draw your
parents above you, a box for each parent. Draw your siblings to each side of you, a box for each sibling. Next,
add spouses to each family member with a spouse. Next, add children to each couple with children. Each
connection or relationship should be displayed through the use of a line going directly from box to box. Step 3
â€” Adding the Detail. You can now begin to add family members details to your family tree chart. Also,
ensure you do include images in your chart. This may be accomplished through the use of software or simply
cutting and attaching your image to a physical family tree. It is important that your tree remains structured and
each layer of your family tree chart is related to a specific family generation. Hints and Tips on How to Make
a Family Tree Chart This section provides you with some quick tips to ensure you get the best from your
family tree activity. You should consider what is the purpose of your family tree chart? Do you wish to create
a physical or digital version of your family tree chart? Do you wish to share your family tree chart in the future
with other family members? Decide on the level of complexity and time you wish to include in the project.
Researching your family history can often require a lot of energy and time. Talk to family members about your
family. Review old photos and question those individuals in the photos. There may be some additional clues
or family members you are not acquainted with. Older family members can provide very useful input and will
certainly help when you are considering how to make a family tree chart. Plan for your audience. Ensure that
the family tree is fit for the audience with whom you will be sharing the family tree project with.
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Chapter 2 : 3 Ways to Make a Family Tree on Excel - wikiHow
Would you like to make a family tree online? MyHeritage provides excellent free family tree products. On MyHeritage,
you can: Create a family tree online Print a family tree chart.

Photos of family optional What You Do: Have your child lay his arm, from elbow to finger tip, on a piece of
brown paper. Be sure his fingers are spread apart to allow you to trace in between each one! Trace his arm,
from elbow all the way up to his fingers and in between each finger, using a marker or pencil. This will be the
outline of the tree. If you get the green light, have your child help you trace it. When the tree is all traced, help
your child cut it out. Have your child draw some leaf shapes on the green construction paper and cut them out.
Now the fun part: Once you have all the names you want to use, make sure you have enough leaves one for
each family member. Ask the child to write the name on the leaf if he is writing already or have him tell you
the name and write it down. Glue the leaves onto the branches fingers of the tree. This will serve as the stand
for the tree. Place a good amount of glue along one side of the paper towel roll. Then press the tree against the
paper towel roll as if to give it a backbone. It should be standing straight up, like a tree. If you have small
photos of your family, cut them out into small sizes and glue them around the branches. To make it even more
special, try dangling the photos from the branches using string. Punch a hole in the tree branches and tie the
string through the hole. Glue the end of the string to the photo, and you have dangling photos of the family
hanging from the tree.
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Chapter 3 : How to Create a Family Tree Diagram: 11 Steps (with Pictures)
What is a Family Tree? A family tree is the most common form of visually documenting one's ancestry. Most family tree
charts include a box for each individual and each box is connected to the others to indicate relationships.

CraftCue Staff Last Updated: Now take the first letter of each word in this sentence and put the letters together
in the same order. Look what you get! Indeed, family is about our parents and us. A family tree can be defined
as a chart that depicts the relationships between you and your family members. It lays out the hierarchy of
your family and the relations between different members of the family. Making a family tree requires you to
gather information about the structure of your family and research on the names and other details of your
family members. Quick Steps Record the information about your family members. Take help from your
relatives to know more about your family hierarchy. Take references from the elders in the family. Store the
recorded information on paper or as a soft copy on your computer. Get a chart, some color pens and other
writing and drawing material. Get scissors and glue in case you need to cut out shapes from paper or stick
pictures on the chart. Start drawing a tree structure from the information gathered. Place the names of your
family members on the tree. Written names can be accompanied by photographs. Descriptions of family
members can contain dates of their birth, marriage, and death. Place the member names and pictures on the
tree in the order of the generation to which they belong. Keep some space on the chart so that the tree can be
extended to add in new family members. Genealogy software packages serve as another option to design your
family tree. There are some online family tree databases that assist you in searching for your ancestors. There
are websites that assist you in making family trees. PowerPoint, that gives you templates and different layouts
to organize data can be used to make them. If you decide to use a computer for making a family tree, you can
be really innovative. You can provide links to descriptions of family members. You can display
high-resolution pictures of the members as a part of the tree. Ready-made templates help you systematize your
data onto the family tree. You can opt for various representations of the structure of your family. And you can
actually publish the tree online for it to remain there as a reference for generations to come. Easy Steps for
Kids Here, we give a pictorial representation of a simple way to make a family tree. It does not involve
complex drawing, thus making it suitable for kids. Depending on their age and interests, you could suggest
them enhancements in this basic design. They could draw arrows to indicate hierarchy and relationships
between the family members. Material Required Draw a tree, sufficiently large or small so as to accommodate
all the family members. Color the tree in suitable colors. Get pictures of the family members and cut them to
the right sizes. Then glue them onto the right-sized card papers, giving them the required stiffness. Now pin or
stick the photographs on the tree. Start from the oldest generation on top and proceed to the younger ones, or
do it the other way round. The purpose of making a family tree is the creation of an information store of your
family facts. It is important that the gathered information is correct. A family tree is a repository of
relationships. It is a representation of the bonding between you and your family members. It is there to stay as
an expression of your creativity and as a genealogical record.
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Chapter 4 : Family Tree Templates
The "Family tree chart" template is a simple spreadsheet with colored cells to outline a family tree. There is only room for
yourself and four generations of direct ancestors. This makes it a good choice for school projects, but not extended
genealogy research.

It is important in establishing lineages in a conventional tree format. In medicine, the detailed pedigree charts
are referred to as genograms. There are hierarchical, matrix and horizontal types of family trees. We will be
creating the hierarchical type particularly today using the instrumentality of Microsoft Word application. Go
to the office button click on it at the drop down of option; select new, then click on blank document option.
Step 2 Click the insert option on the tool bar. Select the Smart Art button and click. This will open a drop
down options box for you to make your choice. Step 4 You have to start your family-line from naming
members from as far as you can remember. In the topmost box or shape specify the name of your earliest
ancestor â€” in this case, Tom. Type the name directly into the shape or box on the family tree diagram. Step 5
Drag down the next shape or box and place it below the previous box. Type in the name of the next family
member who was born after Tom. Additionally you can input other relevant details about the members along
with their names â€” date of birth, place of birth etc. Doing so will tell you which ribbon is active. If you click
elsewhere, the ribbon will not appear. When the ribbon appears, you can personalize the tree further. As you
add boxes to the tree, Microsoft Word automatically adjusts the tree smaller so it stays within the size you
create on the page. Trees with many branches, leaves and levels may have small type. Choose color to suit
your preference. Step 10 You can add images too. The process is simple.
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Chapter 5 : Make a Family Tree | Martha Stewart
A family tree allows the whole family to see their shared history at a glance. It's a beautiful keepsake that you can create
with loved ones to remind each new generation about their great aunts, uncles and grandparents. With over a million
images, illustrations and other graphic elements to.

Share on Facebook If you want to create a family tree, you can use Microsoft Word. By using Word, you can
choose to download a family tree template or you can use the hierarchy function to create a family tree from
scratch. After you download the template or create the hierarchy, you will only need to enter your family
information to complete the tree. Create a family tree in Microsoft Word. Step Click "New" when the Office
menu opens. The "New Document" dialog box will open; you can create a new document or template here.
Video of the Day Step Enter "family tree" or "genealogy" in the search bar at the top of the "New Document"
box. A list of family tree templates will open. Step Click a template to preview a larger version of it. After you
find a family tree template you want to use, click the "Download" button. The template will open in a new
Word document. Step Delete the sample information from the family tree and type your family information.
Step Click the Office button and select "Save As" after you finish entering your family information. Enter a
name for your family tree and click "Save. Step Look to the "Illustrations" section of the ribbon and click the
"SmartArt" button. A dialog box labeled "Create a SmartArt Graphic" will open. Step Click the "Hierarchy"
tab located in the left pane of the dialog box and click one of the hierarchy types to insert. Any of the
hierarchies will work for creating a family tree. To add a box, right-click over the hierarchy and select "Add
shape. Repeat this step to add additional boxes. If you need to delete a box, select the box and press "Delete.
Highlight the sample text in the hierarchy and replace it with the name of a family member. Repeat this for
each box until you have completed your family tree.
Chapter 6 : Make a Family Tree! | Activity | calendrierdelascience.com
On Ancestry, you can start your family trees for free. Create your Ancestry family trees to begin discovering, preserving
and sharing your family history. Enter your name and the names of close family members, then let Ancestry Hints grow
your family tree.

Chapter 7 : How to Make a Family Tree Chart in 3 Easy to Follow Steps
Making a family tree is a fun activity. It is interesting, easy, inexpensive and informative for all involved. You can make it
as simple or as elaborate as you like, and it will definitely be something that can be passed on from one generation to
another.

Chapter 8 : How to Make a Family Tree Using a Free Template | Our Everyday Life
Learn more about your family history by making a family tree to share with your relatives using our easy ideas. Remake
the traditional family tree with a fresh and friendly graphic update. Use our tree template to transfer the tree onto a
bedroom or playroom wall, and paint.

Chapter 9 : How to Make a Family Tree in Microsoft Word | calendrierdelascience.com
Step. Click in the next lower box or shape on the chart. Type the next person in the family's lineage from the top of the
family tree. You can also add additional text, such as birth and death dates, birth place, and nicknames.
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